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BAT TRANG CERAMIC VILLAGE CYCLING DAY TOUR  

 

Bat Trang is a small village located about 13 kilometers southeast of Hanoi center, on the 

other side of Chuong Duong Bridge. Why is its name popular to most tourists to northern 

Vietnam? The answer is its ever-famous ceramic and pottery products of high quality. 

If you have known about Vietnam, you may not be surprised that Bat Trang ceramic 

products have been exported worldwide. 

Should you would like to contemplate workers making ceramic products by hand, just 

come here! What’s more, you can also try it yourself! On a cycling tour to Bat Trang, you 

can see not only the works of ceramic artisan but also the small alleys of an ancient village 

and understand the rich culture area located on the bank of the Red River. Further more, 

cycling through beautiful green gardens, plantations with fresh air is great fun and exercise! 

 

Detail itinerary 

 

9.00am :Our tour guide will pick up in Funny Travel office or in your hotel then start 
the trip to visit Bat Trang Ceramic Village by bicycle. 

Enjoy the lovely time by passing Long Bien Bridge which was called Paul Doumer 
Bridge (built during French war ) ,stop on bridge to relax and taking photo of red 
river before arriving the countryside of Hanoi. 

We later enter by riding to local villages which is so peaceful and show you the 
symbol of Vietnamese life , culture and a bit of Vietnam story  

Next to visit the Hanoi biggest pagoda to learn about a part of Vietnam Buddhism .   

Continuing the trip by passing the pop corn, vegetable , fruits garden, guava farm on 
the road to the village (this is the highlight of trip ) 

Arrive in Bat Trang village, having lunch in local restaurant . 
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Visit the village by walking , explore the ceramic village , Bat Trang temple , Bat Trang 
Communal house , and enjoy the time of ceramic class to try to make them by your 
self . 

Back to bicycle to ride back to hotel 

3pm : Arrive your hotel or Funny Travel office 

End of trip to Bat Trang Ceramic village by bicycle 

 


